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Ease and Simplicity There are many online services that offer basic GEDCOM services for a small fee. Such services are rarely
complete and are only a small part of what GEDCOM Validator provides. Comprehensive GEDCOM Services GEDCOM Validator is a
complete GEDCOM application that offers a comprehensive range of services. We are more than happy to work with you in the
process of creating your database. GEDCOM Validator is a reliable application that will work with any type of GEDCOM file, whatever
version. We are also happy to work with files created with other programs, such as CrossCIT, or Family Tree Maker. GEDCOM
Validator will analyze, correct and repair your GEDCOM files. GEDCOM Validator is fast. Anywhere between 5-15 minutes. It could be
faster, depending on how large the files are. GEDCOM Validator is cost effective. We do not charge you for our services. We simply
request a yearly subscription of $100, to be paid via PayPal. GEDCOM Validator is free. We do not charge you for using our service.
We simply request that you refer your friends to use our service. GEDCOM Validator is secure. Your data and privacy are always
protected by us. "GEDCOM Validator is now GEDCOMUp!". With the addition of GEDCOM Uploader, you can now upload GEDCOM
files to our servers and have them analyzed and processed. This is the fastest way to update your data. A Professional GEDCOM
Service GEDCOM Validator is a professional GEDCOM service. We don't just promise to correct your files. We will provide a
professional service, and make sure they are corrected and updated to the latest version. We Will Correct Your Files Corrections and
edits to your files are made with the utmost care. After correcting your file, we will work to get it to the latest version. We Will Know
If The File Has Been Changed In the case where there is a need to change or add information to your file, we will make sure you are
aware of the changes in your file. We Will Give You A Choice We will ask you to make a decision as to how you want your file to be
corrected or updated. Is it better to have us create a new GEDCOM file or to correct the current file? Do you want us to make
corrections
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Keymacro is an advanced software with macro recorder. It is specially designed for Windows OS and Mac OS. Keymacro supports
almost all keyboard shortcuts and it can capture all the keyboard actions as mouse clicks. Keymacro supports 60 characters data file,
text file and HTML file for storing keystrokes records. It can copy/paste records to clipboard with the help of hot keys. Keymacro can
capture text data from the text fields of Internet Explorer, Firefox and Opera. It also supports the upload function to allow users
upload the captured data to their email address. Keymacro is a simple software, but with full features. There is no need to create
macro recording file manually. Just add macros in Keymacro and you can record all the actions on a computer keyboard. Keymacro
Features: ・ 60 characters or more record the action of all the keystrokes. ・ Create text file or HTML file by the click of a mouse or hot
keys. ・ Capture text data from text field of Internet Explorer, Firefox and Opera. ・ Save macro definition file by the click of a mouse
or hot keys. ・ Capture Internet Explorer URL by mouse clicks or hot keys. ・ Add multiple notes for a recording (You can add notes by
the click of the mouse or hot keys). ・ Copy/Paste captured data to clipboard. ・ Export macro definition file to a file. ・ Built in web
server to allow users to upload captured data to their email address. ・ Support hot keys. ・ Support virtual keyboard. ・ Support drag
and drop. ・ Support drag and drop to other application. ・ Support auto backup. ・ Support auto uploading. ・ Supports a log file to
monitor and analyze data. ・ Supports images to record photos as notes. ・ Supports mircro form and menu bar to record the actions of
the program. ・ Supports zooming for text. ・ Supports time stamp and the process name to record the time-stamp. ・ Supports
maximum number of concurrent users. ・ Supports PDF format. ・ Supports all Windows OS and Mac OS. ・ Supports all the latest
version of Internet Explorer, Firefox and Opera. ・ Supports Auto Hot Key. ・ Supports hot keys for all applications. ・ Supports hot keys
for all Internet Explorer windows. ・ Supports hot keys for all Internet Explorer Internet address field. ・ Supports hot keys for all
Firefox. ・ Supports hot keys for all Firefox tabs. ・ 2edc1e01e8
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GEDCOM Validator is the best GEDCOM validator, data source checker, and genealogical database viewer available. You can use it to
validate and edit genealogy database files like GEDCOM, GEDCOMv2, FASTA, and tree files like Genealogy in Excel, Free TreeView,
and ArborView. It is a small application that runs quietly in the background. GEDCOM Validator checks the source code of any
genealogy database and warns of any possible problems it may have, thus protecting your genealogy database. Using GEDCOM
Validator you can fix many problems in your genealogy database files without losing any data. The application can also be used to
validate and repair genealogy tree files. It also has a free, useful graph viewer. * Images: Description: GEDCOM Validator is the best
GEDCOM validator, data source checker, and genealogical database viewer available. You can use it to validate and edit genealogy
database files like GEDCOM, GEDCOMv2, FASTA, and tree files like Genealogy in Excel, Free TreeView, and ArborView. It is a small
application that runs quietly in the background. GEDCOM Validator checks the source code of any genealogy database and warns of
any possible problems it may have, thus protecting your genealogy database. Using GEDCOM Validator you can fix many problems in
your genealogy database files without losing any data. The application can also be used to validate and repair genealogy tree files. It
also has a free, useful graph viewer. * Images: Changelog: Date created: 01.03.2018 - Version 1.1 Requirements: ------------ Windows
2000, Windows XP, Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 10 Files: --------- Download GEDCOM Validator from: Date created: 20.10.2017 -
Version 1.0 Requirements:
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What's New in the GEDCOM Validator?

GEDCOM Validator is a genealogy program that examines the code of a GEDCOM file. The program quickly loads the GEDCOM file
and allows you to view various elements within the GEDCOM file. The program can analyze the data within GEDCOM, and identify the
purpose of the data. Major Features: • Analyzes the data within GEDCOM files • Uses the keywords from GEDCOM to narrow down
the results • Makes use of the GEDCOM tab to examine the data within GEDCOM files • Identifies the data purpose within a
GEDCOM file • Quickly loads a GEDCOM file Description: GEDCOM Validator is a genealogy program that examines the code of a
GEDCOM file. The program quickly loads the GEDCOM file and allows you to view various elements within the GEDCOM file. The
program can analyze the data within GEDCOM, and identify the purpose of the data. Major Features: • Analyzes the data within
GEDCOM files • Uses the keywords from GEDCOM to narrow down the results • Makes use of the GEDCOM tab to examine the data
within GEDCOM files • Identifies the data purpose within a GEDCOM file • Quickly loads a GEDCOM file Description: GEDCOM
Validator is a genealogy program that examines the code of a GEDCOM file. The program quickly loads the GEDCOM file and allows
you to view various elements within the GEDCOM file. The program can analyze the data within GEDCOM, and identify the purpose of
the data. Major Features: • Analyzes the data within GEDCOM files • Uses the keywords from GEDCOM to narrow down the results •
Makes use of the GEDCOM tab to examine the data within GEDCOM files • Identifies the data purpose within a GEDCOM file •
Quickly loads a GEDCOM file Description: GEDCOM Validator is a genealogy program that examines the code of a GEDCOM file. The
program quickly loads the GEDCOM file and allows you to view various elements within the GEDCOM file. The program can analyze
the data within GEDCOM, and identify the purpose of the data. Major Features: • Analyzes the data within GEDCOM files • Uses the
keywords from GEDCOM to narrow down the results • Makes use of the GEDCOM tab to examine the data within GEDCOM files •
Identifies the data purpose within a GEDCOM file • Quickly loads a GEDCOM file Description: GEDCOM Validator is a genealogy
program that examines the code of a GEDCOM file. The program quickly loads the GEDCOM file and allows you to view various
elements within the GEDCOM file.
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System Requirements For GEDCOM Validator:

OS: Windows 7 SP1 64-bit (32-bit is no longer supported) Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo E8400 Memory: 2 GB RAM Graphics: DirectX 9
graphics card with at least 128MB of RAM DirectX: 9.0c Network: Broadband Internet connection Hard Disk Space: 2 GB How To
Install: 1. Download the latest version of the game from: 2. Start the installation: 3. Run the Setup.exe (You will
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